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The Oregon OAH Action Plan identifies that it is important that ocean experts and
stewards continue to make OAH information accessible to all Oregonians with the
goal of empowering coastal communities to take informed action today to build a
more robust future. This can only occur through clear, strategic, and compassionate
communications. As Oregon continues to observe the impacts from OAH, it is key
that we support equity and environmental justice in our communications – as
many underserved communities in rural and urban centers are expected to be
disproportionately impacted by climate change due to limited access to resources
and information. Communities’ resiliency depends on us taking steps forward today in
awareness of and planning for ocean change. By creating strong, diverse partnerships of
informed individuals (who not only understand OAH science, but are well informed on
their possible mitigation, adaptation, and resiliency options to take action) Oregon can
continue our path towards combating OAH.
2019 OAH Action Plan Theme 4 - Step 4.1.1:
		
		

The OAH Council convenes an advisory working group with regional
education/outreach specialists to identify OAH outreach needs.

		

Estimated Funding Needs: None

One of the key aspects of the OAH Action Plan is to communicate OAH science, impacts and solutions to
raise awareness and support decision-making. Scientific experts know that current and projected OAH
impacts can be harmful to ocean life and the economic stability of all Oregonians who rely on a healthy
ocean and all who eat seafood. It will take a strong common purpose, meaningful local action and broad
partnerships regionally, nationally, and internationally in order to successfully implement solutions – this will
take strategic communications.

The OAH Council has organized a Working Group consisting of 11 members, including regional education
and outreach specialists, representing multiple perspectives and professional backgrounds.
WORKING GROUP MEMBERS:
Dr. Jack Barth 				OSU; MSI; OAH Council Co-chair
Dr. Caren Braby				ODFW; OAH Council Co-chair
Fran Recht
			Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission;
						OAH Council Member
Dr. Shelby Walker
		Oregon Sea Grant; OAH Council Member
Tracy Crews
			Oregon Sea Grant
Dr. Kerry Carlin-Morgan
Oregon Coast Aquarium
Charlie Plybon 				Oregon Surfrider
Susan Chambers 			
West Coast Seafood Processors Association
Margaret Pilaro				Pacific Coast Shellfish Growers Assoc. (PCSGA)
Sara Bywater				PCSGA
Dr. Francis Chan				OSU; PISCO
This Working Group has been meeting since Winter 2019 with the aim to propose a path forward for OAH
awareness by identifying key audiences and connecting messages to their personal interests, emotions,
and beliefs.

The goals of this Working Group include:
• Instilling OAH Understanding
• Removing OAH Misconceptions
• Acknowledging OAH Uncertainty
• Building Motivation for action
• Creating Hope for the future
DEVELOPING AN OAH COMMUNICATIONS PLAN:
The Working Group and the OAH Council are developing a communications plan to meet the needs
of diverse stakeholders and provide solutions-oriented messages to all Oregonians (OAH Action plan
step 4.1.2.). To this end, the Working Group has been developing four key principles for inclusion in this
OAH communications plan, which will ideally be created by a media firm who specializes in climate risk
communications and messaging (with anticipated delivery in 2023).
Principle 1: Expanding capacity for distributing messaging
Like all messaging campaigns, it is often difficult to reach people from different demographics across the
State. This is why it is important to consider not only the audience and message, but also the messenger.
Messengers must be trusted sources in the local communities and have the time and resources to share
information. One way to expand capacity is through “Teach the Teacher” programs that will focus on training
regional educators (both formal educators such as K-12 teachers and informal such as docents or tour
guides) to create new messengers for sharing OAH information in communications that these “teachers”
already serve.

Principle 2: Building and keeping momentum for behavior change
Climate and ocean change are long-term problems that will take decades and significant resources to
combat. As an illustration of this, if we completely stop global human (anthropogenic) carbon emissions
today, it will take an estimated 40 years for the residual effects of OAH in our oceans to reach Oregon’s
shores through upwelling. Therefore, an integral part of the OAH communications plan will be to carry
people’s interests forward, to create long-term behavior change in our communities.
Principle 3: Creating synergy and leveraging existing efforts throughout the State and region
Locally, regionally, and globally, there are many efforts currently underway to slow or reverse various drivers
of climate and ocean change. Moving forward, it will be important for the Working Group and the OAH
Council to stay attuned to new strategies, initiatives and successes, so that the Council’s recommendations
use the most accurate information and best approaches. This will help the State of Oregon and our partners
to maximize limited resources.
Principle 4: Acquiring resources to deliver messaging and facilitate local action
By leveraging common goals and missions from other local and regional projects, the Working Group
and the OAH Council will be able to use limited resources for the greatest local impacts. To create an OAH
communication plan, we will work toward hiring a skilled contractor that specializes in climate science risk
communications. In addition, we will evaluate how successful messaging platforms are at reaching diverse
groups of Oregonians and if there are factors limiting community access to and understanding of OAH
content, including communities’ access to reliable high-speed internet as well as the translation of messages
onto multiple languages.

2019 OAH Action Plan Theme 4 - Step 4.2.3:
		

The OAH Council provides information in a variety of forms to impacted 		
audiences including policy makers, at-risk industries, and coastal
		communities.
		Estimated Funding Needs: None
Our communities’ resiliency depends on us taking steps forward today in awareness of ocean changes
we are seeing today, and planning for those to come tomorrow. By creating strong diverse partnerships
of informed individuals who not only understand OAH science, but are well informed on their possible
mitigation, adaptation, and resiliency options to take action, Oregon can continue our path towards
combating OAH. One of the key aspects of the OAH Action Plan is to support positive communication styles,
which are fact driven and empower personal change. (See Appendix G - Outreach materials)
The Working Group and the OAH Council are dedicated to building content that not only is relevant to
today, but also ties into audience values. Messages and content developed by the Working Group will stress
that science and research are key tools for change, and demonstrate a clear need and pathway for “what can
be done” by everyday Oregonians and local governments. To this end, the Working Group has developed
several key message themes that are directly tied to OAH and are relevant tie into today’s new social,
political, and economic realities:

Key Message Themes:
• Food Security (access to local protein though fish and
shellfish as well as marine algae)
• Blue Economy (access to marine related jobs through
new sustainable markets developed)
• Self-Resiliency (access to adaption tools and planning
to build community stability)
• Environmental Health (access to marine ecosystem
services – clean air, food, and water)

2019 OAH Action Plan Theme 4 - Step 4.2.2:
		
		
		

The OAH Council convenes “State of OAH” workshops for communities 		
on OAH science, impacts, and solutions with policy makers as well as
communities and at-risk industries.

		Estimated Funding Needs: $25K- $100K (per workshop)
In order to truly mitigate ocean and climate change, we must listen to and learn from affected communities,
and understand their concerns and needs, so that we can incorporate those needs into solutions. The
Working Group and the OAH Council are dedicated to recognizing and amplifying local voices throughout
Oregon to ensure many perspectives, values and community needs are heard regionally and globally. A
pillar of the OAH Action Plan is ensuring that we continue to engage local communities. Due to COVID-19,
many of the OAH Council’s plans to hold in-person community events in 2020 have been postponed.
Nonetheless, the Working Group is continuing with plans for two small events, whose timing (occurring in
2020 or 2021) and format (in person or remote) will remain flexible to ensure safety of our audience.

State of the Coast Workshop – OAH Breakout session:
(Proposed for Fall 2020 – remote)
State of the Coast is the annual coastal meeting,
convened by Oregon Sea Grant, that engages all
interested coastal community members in “hot topics”
during an ocean-focused day of talks, workshops, and
networking. As with all public events, the plans for this
year’s workshop (October 2020) are in flux; however,
the OAH Council plans to participate in 2020 if the
meeting is held (remotely), or in 2021. The focus of
the OAH Council workshop session will be to discuss
best practices for communicating with communities
about the risks and impacts of OAH and climate
change in meaningful ways that connect with our
communities’ personal experiences during today’s
chaotic, ever changing social landscape, being mindful
of communities’ ongoing needs and concerns. It is our
aim that participants will leave the remote session with
a broader set of communications tools that they can
use in their own OAH communications and a better
understanding of how to relate with diverse Oregon
communities.

2021 Fishermen-Scientist OAH Roundtable:
(Proposed for Spring 2021 – in person)
In 2016 and 2017, Oregon Sea Grant, OSU and ODFW,
along with others partners from around the State hosted
two Ocean Acidification Fisherman’s Roundtables,
both in Newport, in order to share the current status of
OA science and actions in Oregon. These roundtables
were considered by the attendees (industry, managers,
academics, decision-makers) to be valuable platforms
for open dialog about the current status of our
oceans health; these conversations spurred multiple
collaborative research projects as a result. It is the goal
of this workshop to describe the collaborations that
have occurred, and focus on recent observations and
opportunities to collaborate in the future. In addition
to sharing information, the group will be asked to
create audio-visual outreach materials targeting the
fishing community to communicate the opportunity
to collaborate on OAH research and on the observed
impacts of OAH on the Oregon coast. The proposed
2021 Fishermen-Scientist OAH Roundtable ties into
larger State initiatives. The Working Group has applied
for and was awarded a small external grant to help
support this workshop.

2020 Ocean Acidification and Hypoxia Fisherman’s Roundtable
Oregon Sea Grant Workshop Assistance Proposal Awarded June 2020 for $2,000

Oregon’s history is one of cultural and economic value in ocean and estuarine fisheries and in the
natural beauty and bounty of the ocean – all of these rely on our healthy ocean communities. Salmon,
halibut, Dungeness crab, razor clams, oysters, pink shrimp, lamprey, and rockfish have supported
Oregon’s coastal economies for generations. Yet, Oregon’s ocean is changing, and each of these species
has already shown signs of distress from ocean acidification and hypoxia (OAH). In order to help support
the future sustainability of our marine resources, and Oregonians’ ability to rely on them, we must begin
to act now to spread awareness and promote communities ability to adapt and become resilient to OAH
changes over time.
In 2016 and 2017, Oregon Sea Grant along with partners from around the State hosted two Ocean
Acidification Fisherman’s Roundtables, both in Newport, in order to share the current status of OA
science and actions in Oregon. Both of these meetings were considered by both industry and academics
as extremely valuable platforms for open dialog about the current status of our oceans health, and
conversations from these events spurred several collaborative research projects. It is the goal of this
workshop assistance proposal to build on the collaborations built in these meetings and restate these
roundtables by requesting funds to host two similar roundtables in 2021.
The 2021 proposed 2021 fisherman’s roundtable ties into larger state initiatives being coordinated by
the legislatively created Oregon Coordinating Council on OAH (established by the 2017 Senate Bill 1039).
The 2018 Report articulated 12 Recommendations and 38 Actions, organized under five Themes.
Specifically, the Roundtable addresses the following action:
2018 OAH Report Action 4.2.b At-risk industries and professions:
Communicate with industries affected by OAH to strengthen cultural values of healthy and
sustainable seafood and seafood industry and build relationships to strengthen collaborative
solutions development.
i.
Convene specialists and/or industry representatives across industries and regions using
round tables and workshops (include a diversity of participants including fishermen,
seafood processers, shellfish producers, retail food industry practitioners.

PROPOSED ROUNDTABLE LOGISTICS
Meeting Goals:
 Reinstate successful OA roundtables similar to those that occurred in 2016 and 2017 in
coordination with the Oregon Sea Grant.
 Focus on open and collaborative communications among fishing communities and regional
academic researchers to share concerns and opportunities for new research.



Provide an opportunity to create audio/visual outreach materials with the fishing community to
communicate the impacts of OAH along the Oregon coast through antidotal stories.

Timing:


April 2021
o Coincides with the past fishermans’ roundtables
o Coincides with off-seasons for many ocean fisheries

Locations:
 Newport – HMSC Library Center
o 2016 and 2017 Roundtables were held in Newport at HMSC
o Easy access for OSU researchers and the Newport based fishing fleet
 Coos Bay – Facility TBD
o Good attendance, and crab commission, UO there
Participants:
 Roughly 30-40 people including:
o Fishermen (commercial - multiple gears, fisheries)
o Scientists (OSU, UO, PSU, State and Federal researchers – NOAA, EPA, ODFW, DLCD,
DEQ)
o Invited observers (federal, state, regional – resource managers, fishing regulatory
boards, and State commodities commission members)
Format:
 Two separate - 5 hour workshop with a 1hr catered lunch.
 Use a combination of formats including: research presentation, large group discussions, small
break-out group discussions, and panel focused Q/A.
 Lunch will be unstructured to allow for networking and open communications among
participants.
 “Free times” (including lunch, breaks, and before/after the workshop) will be used to collect
antidotal stories from participants to be used in audio/visual communication materials
development.
Topics:
 Fishermen observations and concerns regarding OA
 Highlight current collaborative Academic / Researcher projects
o NOAA CHRP – Hypoxia Sensors in Crab Pots
 Work done by Drs. Chan and Barth in conjunction with local fisherman
o Sea Grant – Salinity/Hypoxia sensor in Newport Commercial Harbor
 Work done by Ian Black (OSU) and others
 Fishermen and Scientist Dialogue -- How can we continue to work together?
 Research Priorities for the future
 Next Steps and Reflections
Budget:
 Location – TBD with costs most likely waved by location
 Food / Catering – $600 (40 people at $15 a person) for each location
 Outreach Materials development - TBD based on who will be contracting the project

OAH Council – Education and Outreach Working Group
Meeting Summary: 01/14/2020
Working Group Members:
Caren Braby
Jack Barth
Tracy Crews
Kerry Carlin-Morgan
Shelby Walker
Charlie Plybon
Fran Recht
Susan Chambers
Sara Bywater
Margaret Pilaro
Francis Chan

(Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, Marine Program Manager)
(Oregon State University, Marine Studies Initiative Director)
(Oregon Sea Grant, Marine Education Program Manager)
(Oregon Coast Aquarium, Director of Education)
(Oregon Sea Grant, Director)
(Oregon Surfrider, Policy Coordinator)
(Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission, Habitat Program)
(The West Coast Seafood Processors Association, Director)
(Pacific Coast Shellfish Growers Assoc., Outreach and Projects)
(Pacific Coast Shellfish Growers Assoc., Director)
(Oregon State University, Associate Professor)

Working Group Staff:
Charlotte R. Whitefield (Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, OAH Council Staff)

Key Topics: Working Group (WG) Motivations, Visions, and Audiences
Concerns of the WG:
- Expanding capacity for distributing messaging
o It is very difficult to reach people across the state from different demographics
o Interested in teach the teacher programs to make new “messengers” for sharing
information
- Building and keeping momentum for behavior change
o OAH is a long term issue, and we need to address it over time
o “Carry peoples interests forward”
- Acquiring resources to deliver messaging and facilitate action
o We need money and personal to accomplish messaging
- Creating synergy and leveraging existing efforts throughout the state and region
o Know what is occurring and where the “gaps” are to fill for most impact
Motivation of WG:
Change behavior of Oregonians through Awareness
“People know what is happening”
Action
“People actively do something”
(Personal action and/or Policy action)

Themes behind WG messaging and what type of behavior change corresponds:
Science
Gains Awareness
Adaptation (and Resilience?)
Gains Awareness, Facilitates Action
Mitigation
Gains Awareness, Facilitates Action
(Some hesitation from some WG members to directly address mitigation actions)
Core concepts in WG messaging:
- Instill “Understanding”
- Remove “Misconceptions”
- Acknowledge “Uncertainty”
- Build “Motivation”
- Create “Hope”
(Achieved through connecting to audiences personal interests, emotions, and beliefs)
Messenger identified by the WG:
- Informal Education: “Teach the Teachers” – messenger
- Industry and fishers/aquaculture personal – messenger
Audiences identified by the WG:
- “General public”: hesitation in the some of the WG to use this term since it is too “broad” as
a definition of the audience
- The “next generation”: k-12 who will be keeping the momentum going longer term
- Venues that reach wide range of concerned citizens
o Media
o Watershed councils
- Legislature
- People not on the coast
- Larger cities
- Local governments
- Some WG members stated that we may want to possibly stay away from formal educators,
since they are already well served
Prioritization of audiences by WG will occur:
- Influence of the Audience
- Power of the Audience
- Momentum of the Audience
- Reach of the Audience

-

Ability to “change behavior”
Resources to “change behavior”
Eagerness to “change behavior”
Effectiveness to “change behavior”

Upcoming State-wide and region-wide initiatives to possibly connect to:
- PCSGA communication planning
- Oregon Coast Aquarium messaging of exhibits and new summer intern
- Legislative session with the “Ocean Bill” – comprehensive funding for ocean projects
- Regional trade association meetings (e.g., West coast seafood processes)

Proposed Projects (or side projects) for the WG:
- Fisheries round table
- “State of OAH” workshop
- Resources and materials for the economic impacts of OAH
- Oregon specific impacts of OAH on marine species
Follow-up information for the next meeting:
- ONREP documents– Informal Environmental Education Network
(Documents will be shared via email)

OAH Council – Education and Outreach Working Group
Meeting Summary: 05/27/2020
Working Group Members: (Present)
Caren Braby
(Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, Marine Program Manager)
Shelby Walker
(Oregon Sea Grant, Director)
Fran Recht
(Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission, Habitat Program)
Susan Chambers
(The West Coast Seafood Processors Association, Director)
Francis Chan
(Oregon State University, Associate Professor)
Working Group Members: (Absent)
Jack Barth
(Oregon State University, Marine Studies Initiative Director)
Tracy Crews
(Oregon Sea Grant, Marine Education Program Manager)
Kerry Carlin-Morgan
(Oregon Coast Aquarium, Director of Education)
Sara Bywater
(Pacific Coast Shellfish Growers Assoc., Outreach and Projects)
Margaret Pilaro
(Pacific Coast Shellfish Growers Assoc., Director)
Charlie Plybon
(Oregon Surfrider, Policy Coordinator)
Working Group Staff:
Charlotte R. Whitefield (Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, OAH Council Staff)

Key Topics: Short term and Long term planning

General Updates:
- Legislative session with the “Ocean Bill” – comprehensive funding for ocean projects
o SB 1554 did not pass 2020 short session
- NOAA OA Small grant opportunities
o Oregon Sea Grant and Surf Rider both did not submit due to COVID related timing issues
- Hatfield Marine Science Day and Oregon Coast Aquarium Table Display
o Both canceled due to social distancing
- Unlikely that OWEB will be granting in 2020 due to State lottery and general fund shortfalls
- Oregon Coast Aquarium MSI sponsored OA summer internship and OA messaging development
o Timing TBD based on COVID related social distancing and project holds

Concerns of the WG: Navigating the “New Normal”
- Concerns with too many or too strong of “Asks” to get attention or funding in a time like this.
- Interest for the WG to entering into a planning period instead of an action period.
- Need to consider reframing the issue of OAH communication and renege audiences for the for
the “long haul”
- Need to figure out how to best get audience’s attention – what is the urgency of OAH in light of
basic needs of communities in a recession.
General Ways to engage: Tie the issue into issues of today
Tactics:
- Science and research as a tool for change
- Positive communication styles – fact driven and empower personal change
- Messages need to have a clear need and pathway for “what could be done”
- Make connections to COVID and the new normal
Concepts:
- Food security = local protein and local access
- Blue jobs and Blue economy
- Frame as self-resiliency = fundamental resilience and stainability of communities
- Environmental health and climate change
- Resources and materials for the economic impacts of OAH
- Issues with how to make stories less messy – not a clear of an OA story with other species
o Ocean change (multi-driver systems)
o Political stability
o International markets
Short Term Planning (Opportunities for 2020):
Fisheries round table:
- Sea Grant Conference Support (Application will be submitted ASAP) - Funding to support
conference and messaging content to create outreach materials
- Interest in making the roundtable interactive with highlights from researchers who actively
collaborate with the fishing communities.
- Interest in having visual/audio messaging instead of just printed materials
o Interest in pushing the OA story out of just the oyster industry
o Targeted people – crab, shrimp, learn their stories along-side new research
o Capture Fisherman’s stories
 Capitalize on antidotes, stories, visuals,
 Person to person stories and engagement
State of the Coast workshop – OAH Breakout session:
- 2020 State of the Coast - OAH Breakout Session (Proposal submitted - May 15th)
- Format and platform for the workshop will likely be changing in light of COVID – information will
be provided to breakout session submitters in coming weeks.
Long Term Planning
- General Timeline was approved by the working group
- Need to focus efforts in light of limited resources – work flow TBD in coming weeks

Follow-up information for the next meeting:
- Contact - Flaxan Conway (OSU/Oregon Sea grant) about her past work on the 2016
Fisherman’s round tables and her past project working with a video team to capture
regional fisherman’s stories.
- Contact – Dr. Francis Chan / Dr. Jack Barth (Both OAH WG members) about their NOAA
CHERP grant which has some funds to work on outreach, and the possibilities for
collaboration on video outreach at the 2020/2021 fisherman’s roundtables.

OAH Council – Education and Outreach Working Group
Meeting Summary: 08/05/2020
Working Group Members: (Present)
Caren Braby
(Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, Marine Program Manager)
Shelby Walker
(Oregon Sea Grant, Director)
Fran Recht
(Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission, Habitat Program)
Susan Chambers
(The West Coast Seafood Processors Association, Director)
Francis Chan
(Oregon State University, Associate Professor)
Tracy Crews
(Oregon Sea Grant, Marine Education Program Manager)
Kerry Carlin-Morgan
(Oregon Coast Aquarium, Director of Education)
Margaret Pilaro
(Pacific Coast Shellfish Growers Assoc., Director)
Working Group Members: (Absent)
Jack Barth
(Oregon State University, Marine Studies Initiative Director)
Sara Bywater
(Pacific Coast Shellfish Growers Assoc., Outreach and Projects)
Charlie Plybon
(Oregon Surfrider, Policy Coordinator)
Working Group Staff:
Charlotte R. Whitefield (Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, OAH Council Staff)
Carlos Avendano (Marine Studies Initiative Summer Intern)

Key Topics: Outreach Materials Development

General Updates:
- Marine Studies Initiative Summer Fellow currently working with the OAH Council until 09.05.20
- OAH Council Staff have been awarded a COMPASS leaders of sea change fellowship for science
communication – this will be an opportunity for the OAH Council and working group to have
regional experts help shape outreach materials.
- The OAH Council was awarded a $2,000 conference assistance grant to fund the 2021
Fishermen’s Roundtable.
OAH Council 2020 Legislative Report – Theme 4 section review
- Working Group members were provided with a draft Education and Outreach section for review
by 08.13.20
- No edits were received by working group members at the meeting

Outreach Materials Development: Document Translation
- Identified a need to translate OAH outreach materials into other languages – especially Spanish
o Large portion of the Oregon population is Spanish speaking – such as within seafood
processing and the aquaculture/fishing labor force.
o The OAH Council currently does not have any materials translated into other languages;
Summer intern is fluent in Spanish and has offered assistance.
o OAH Action plan executive summary and take action documents have already been
translated by the summer intern.
- Discussion tense of translations – informal “tu” verse formal “usted”
o Within Spanish language there is a generational and situational use of the word you,
which will need to be considered in OAH outreach documents
o No decision was reached on which to use, but further will be done by staff and the
intern into what other regional groups use.
- Discussion on use of “You” verse “You” plural verse “we”
o Within the Spanish language there are many ways to speak directly to a group of people.
o Working group members want to keep outreach materials referencing “you” as the
subject, to keep messages targeted and personal to the reader.
Outreach Materials Development: New Document / Materials Development
- Need to create new Hypoxia focused outreach one-pagers was discussed
o The summer intern will create new materials. At least two documents were proposed:
General what is Hypoxia, Industry focused Hypoxia impacts.
o New materials will be translated into Spanish
o Council does not currently have a specific Hypoxia focused materials
- Creation of video or podcast materials for communication of OAH impacts
o Topic was brought up at the last working group meeting as a way to reach Oregonians in
a more personal way
o Dr. Francis Chan mentioned that his recent CHRP grant has allocated a decent amount
of money for the development of a new video focused on hypoxia research.
 Expected start date for filming is 2022/2023.
 Working group will be working the Dr. Chan to see if there is any assistance we
can provide with messaging or content for the video.
 Exploring the possibility of this effort considering with the 2021 fisherman’s
roundtable.
- Creation of a survey tool to help guide further OAH working group efforts.
o Topic was briefly discussed and Working group staff and summer intern will explore this
further and provide an update to the group at the next meeting (09.23.20).
Long Term Planning
- Interest by the working group to focus on strategic planning and implementation planning at the
same time – working towards a longer term larger goal while making progress on actionable
steps forward now
- Staff proposal will be presented to the working group members at the 09.23.20 meeting to help
guide conversations about next steps for the working group.

